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Currency Main focus of the week (S-T view) 

EUR ECB to firm up the July meeting for the start of tighter policy 

USD Looking for a peak in UST yields amid rising recession fears and the equity market slide 

JPY Solid approval ratings for PM Kishida means no change in government’s Covid caution 

GBP Government woes back in focus for GBP    

 

Overnight comment  
Chinese equities were a little soft amid fears of additional lockdowns as the Covid case 
numbers in Beijing rose. The city reported record new Covid cases on Sunday. CNH 
shrugged off the equity market declines, with USD/CNH pushing down to 6.6690. 

Elsewhere Asian stocks were mostly higher. Safe havens were under pressure, with 
UST yields rising and safe haven currencies weak. USD/JPY was little changed 
ending Asian trade around 127.84, while CHF was up fractionally against the US 
dollar trading around 0.9725. 
 

Lagarde repeated her comments on a first hike potentially being “within weeks” of the 
end of asset purchases at the end of Q2 over the weekend. EUR edged higher through 
the Asian session pushing above the 1.06 level. She also said that cryptocurrencies 

should be heavily regulated. GBP also pushed higher through Asian trade, ahead of 
what is expected to be a difficult week for the government, with the Gray report into the 
“partygate” scandal. The media consensus is that Johnson will likely survive its 
publication. The “Cost of Living” crisis continues to dog the government as it remains 
ideologically resistant to providing additional support for consumers but also adverse to 
the impact of doing nothing on its poll ratings. Additional fiscal support will likely be 
forthcoming over the summer. GBP pushed up above 1.2570.   

 
Scott Morrison’s Liberal Party was heavily defeated in the Australian election. Labour is 
the biggest party but may not have an overall majority. Anthony Albanese will be the new 
PM. The RBA’s Assistant Governor said the Bank’s model pointed to the neutral policy 
rate being between 2~3%. He also noted that the RBA currently has no plans to sell 
bonds. AUD shrugged off news of a rise in Covid cases in Beijing and pushed up 
above the 0.7100 level to a 2-week high. NZD was the best performing G10 currency 

today, ahead of the expected rate hike by the RBNZ on Wednesday.      
  

 

Today’s Major Events and Data Releases 

Events over coming 24 hours Survey/Prev 

GE – IFO (DI, May) 91.4/91.8 

UK – House prices (%YoY, May) --/9.9 

   Source: Bloomberg 

 
 
Eurozone/UK. It will be a quiet week for data. Today the main focus will be German’s 

IFO survey. Germany is heavily dependent on Russian energy and unsurprisingly the 
expectations index is down sharply since the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Last month 
the expectations index edged a little higher and may do so again this month. Regardless, 
the index level suggests activity levels in Germany will be weak in coming quarters. 
There is a full slate of ECB speakers today. We expect they will line up behind Lagarde’s 
push for a July hike. UK house price growth remains solid in May.      
 
US. It will be a quiet session in the US as well with no top tier data released and just the 

Fed’s Bostic due to discuss the economic outlook.                      

Market Summary  
(Source: Bloomberg)  
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Currency comment(s) 
 

A good week for CHF. A trip down towards EUR/CHF parity is possible but likely to be short-lived 
The Swiss franc rose over 2.5% last week against the US dollar. Granted, it was a poor week for the greenback, dropping 
against all G10 currencies after a stellar run for most of the second quarter to date. Indeed, the greenback still sits a top the 
G10 rankings in Q2 even after last week’s pummelling.  
 
The drive behind the CHF jump was a press interview be the SNB’s Jordan in which he hinted (vey mildly) at a potential policy 
change. For now we view any change as unlikely. The SNB has a policy target at the low end of the G10 range at 0~2%. 
Headline CPI is still low, albeit above 2%, currently sitting at 2.3%YoY on an EU HICP basis, while core CPI is still within the 
central bank’s range at 1.5%. SNB president Jordan said the Bank was willing to take action if inflation materialised. Inflation 
expectations in Switzerland look well under control, despite recent global shocks. Both the SNB and the Bloomberg 
consensus, released at the tail end of last week, see headline CPI dipping back towards the mid-point of the SNB’s target 
range in 2023.  
 
It looks like the SNB is almost in the same boat as the BoJ. There is an absence of price pressures that are at extreme levels 
across much of the rest of the world. Both Japan and Switzerland have been low inflation economies for many years, 
although deflation has not stalked Switzerland in the way it has Japan. The muted price pressures mean there is less urgency 
for the SNB to tighten policy. Whilst there has been a rush among central banks to exit emergency settings and get policy 
rates back to neutral, we suspect that there is limited urgency at the SNB to join in. The currency is strong and is helping to 
keep a lid on inflation, suggesting that the SNB will be more relaxed about appreciation. It is also the case that the strong 
currency has not as yet has a detrimental impact on the trade balance.  
 
EUR/CHF is the key pair for the SNB given the extensive trade links. EUR/CHF dropped as low as 1.0230 last week. To the 
extent that equity markets continue to slide and safe haven demand remains elevated, the SNB is likely to be more relaxed 
about any push towards parity. Any intervention will likely be aimed at slowing appreciation rather than reversing it. At the 
same time we expect that the SNB will be slow to hike rates. Normalisation is the watchword for most central banks but the 
SNB has options and is in no rush. It can afford for its hiking cycle to lag the ECBs and we expect that it will. The SNB is 
unlikely to hike before Q4 and possibly not at all this year. We see a move below parity for EUR/CHF as possible but broadly 
expect EUR/CHF to trade above that level for the bulk of the remainder of the year.        
 

REER has been stable in recent years…             …Swiss trade balance has held up well so far 

  

Source: Bloomberg 
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FX forecasts (as of 2 May) Current Q2 22 Q3 22 Q4 22 Q1 23

USD/JPY 130 130 126 123 120

EUR/USD 1.05 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.10

GBP/USD 1.26 1.27 1.31 1.34 1.39

EUR/GBP 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.79

EUR/JPY 137 137 135 134 132

GBP/JPY 164 165 165 165 167
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This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author(s). It has not been prepared by an 

independent research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to 
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research.  
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market any financial instrument, product or service or serve as a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action 
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